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WHAT’S HAPPENING IN JANUARY?
7-17th January

Year 11 & 13 (and select Year 10's) Mock Exams

7th Jan

Zek PTA Meeting

8th Jan

City PTA Meeting

9th Jan

Staff v Students girls football match

21st Jan

Secondary clubs start

28th - Jan - 1st Feb

IB Language oral recordings

29th Jan

IB/IGCSE options talk
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PRE/PRIMARY NEWS
FROM DECEMBER
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CITY EYFS WINTER SHOWCASEMOTHER TONGUE DRAMA IN
THE CITY CAMPUS
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MOTHER TONGUE DRAMA IN THE CITY CAMPUS
Nobody could decide between Cinderella and Snow White so we did both. The children
worked really hard to learn their lines in their languages and to remember where to say
what.
M. Vincent was the perfect understudy and made a wonderful evil Queen in Snow White on
the night!
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Here’s what the kids thought:
We liked:
That I was a rabbit
(all rabbits J).
I liked my teachers.

I liked everything.
I liked when my mommy came to see us.
It was funny when Edward (The Prince) kissed Bo Min (Snow White).
I liked acting.

I liked speaking Korean.
I liked having a party!
I liked that in the 2 plays I was things that did not have to move or change
(Clock and Mirror).
I liked using my language.
I liked my costume.
It was fun to be wicked like the stepmother.
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This was hard:
Acting was hard.
It was hard to say the words.
It was hard to say it in Uzbek.
It was a bit hard when I was learning my words.
It was hard when another person and I talked in different languages.
Practising Farsi at home was a bit hard.
Remembering my lines was a bit hard.
It was a hard talking Korean.
Talking in Dutch was hard.
Practising at home was hard.
Learning my script was hard.
Going in front of a lot of people was hard.
Having 2 shows was a bit challenging.
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CITY WINTER BAZAAR
Thank you to all of our parents who helped make this such an enjoyable event for our
children.
Alison Guzel.
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CITY PRIMARY WINTER SHOWCASE
The children and staff had a lovely, Winter singing celebration this week. We all sang some
festive songs and enjoyed dancing with our friends.
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ZEK EYFS WINTER SHOWCASE
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ZEK PRIMARY WINTER BAZAAR
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ZEK PRIMARY WINTER SHOWCASE
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SECONDARY NEWS
FROM DECEMBER
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REBECCA'S WINTER SHOWCASE
This year's Winter Showcase was heavily linked to the school's production: Alice. The
show, hosted by talented IB Theatre and Visual Art student Rebecca Uys, began with 3
short pieces performed by Year 9. The pieces were all based on dreams and all had a
extremely surreal feel to them. 9S first performed The Touch, a story about a young lady
that has a dream that she is a robot, who in turn has a dream that it is human. The confusion
continued into 9I's The Sixth Floor, a story in which a dreamer travels to different memories
on different floors. On each floor, there is a warning not to go to the sixth floor. Finally, 9B
performed, The Faceless Man, a confusingly, cyclical piece which dares journey into a
nightmarish world of doors that lead back to the same place, familiar faces and scary, dark
places. Following Year 9, the teachers took to the stage for this year's staff parody version
of the production. In this version, the Hatter was again imprisoned, and had again forgotten
something - but what? After Alice (Mr Bradley) had somehow arrived and gotten through
the little door, he began a journey through Wonderland. In Wonderland, Alice stroked the
uncomfortable Cockney Cat (Mr Marsden), watched on as Dum and Dee (Miss Scotland
and Miss Elemarah) fought one another with invisible swords and guns, and eventually
faced the Red Queen (Mr Somers) and the manifestation of the Hatter's primal fears, the
Jabberwocky (played by Mr Robinson and Mr Tarbuck). With Alice (described by one of
the company as looking like a turd wearing a wig) about to be killed, Hatter finally began to
remember and discover his courage. Much like in the real version, he forced back the
Jabberwocky (to emotive music, of course), had the company pummel the Red Queen and
began an emotional denouement with Alice. What was different to the real version was that
the Hatter discovered that he was in fact a lazy Drama teacher who had fallen asleep on the
toilet before the opening night of the school production. The parody retained the ensemble
chorus feel of the original as well as the epic music. Miss Kelly performed the music, while
Mr Gunnell, Mr Taylor, Mr Williams, Miss Vasquez, Mr Huegel and Miss Mayer completed
the cast. The play which was formed of purest hilarity was directed by Rebecca Uys. After a
short break involving hot chocolate and biscuits, the audience sat for the 2nd half and
festive cheer ensued - music provided by Miss Kelly, Miss Mayer, Mr Stead, the Orchestra
and the Choir. Classic carols filled the theatre, reverberating around the winter walls,
bringing joy to all who would listen. The musical portion of the afternoon was completed
by Max Gunnell with an exceptional performance which highlighted his growth as a
performer, singer, songwriter and guitarist. The afternoon ended on an apt note with the cast
and crew of Alice receiving awards for technical excellence and outstanding performances.
When Rebecca's Winter Showcase was over and the audience went for buses, they did so
with joy in their hearts, hot chocolate in their bellies, and memories of bearded Red Queens,
dreaming robots, and excellence rewarded.
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ZEK SECONDARY PRODUCTION
It started in darkness with the sound of the wind. Then, a light came on and revealed a man,
raised up and pushed to one side, apparently imprisoned. Barely perceivable, occupying the
area beneath the apron of the stage, a horde of surreal characters lurked - a hare, a caterpillar, playing card soldiers, and a whole menagerie of Artaudian-looking beasties. Within these opening moments, a train could also be heard in the distance, as well as a woman calling
out for someone she loved to remember something - to remember her and to remember Alice. And then... a voice... screaming, falling, echoed by the company, still barely perceivable
beneath the apron. Bang! A light went on and it was evident that a girl had arrived. The
question now, was whether this girl was indeed Alice. This was the start of this year's
school production: Alice - a story based loosely on Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and
its sequel. This story twisted the original, keeping all of the delightful characters so cherished by so many with childhood memories of rabbit holes and mad queens, but added to the
story an emotional hook and through-line for the audience. The story centred around the
Hatter (played superbly by Eren Göknil I'Anson) who should have moved on to the next life
after he had died in a storm at sea. However, it turned out that he loved his daughter, Alice,
so much, that he was just not ready to let go and ended up in a place betwixt and betweenin limbo. In limbo, his mind became scattered and he merged truth with fiction, creating a
world similar to the stories he had told his daughter when he was alive; stories about a place
called Wonderland. In fear of leaving his daughter behind, the man had created psychological barriers to stop himself from leaving or from ever being free. These were represented by
the Jabberwocky and the Red Queen. The extremely complicated plot was performed using
an ensemble chorus (made up of both primary and secondary students) to represent the
psychological struggle within the man's mind, as he tried to remember who he used to
be, all while his wife - who had gone on to the next world many years before - called for
him to remember. The play was remarkable not only for the achievements of the cast who
themselves had to overcome the Jabberwocky of a script, but also because it was codirected by IB Theatre student Rebecca Uys from Y12 who undertook the difficult job of
understanding the complexities of the plot in order to fill the audience with tension, emotion, atmosphere and meaning; this was no small task. The play also used 9 actors to play
Alice, a deliberate decision to emphasise the idea that the man could not quite remember
what his real daughter looked like. With costumes designed by Miss Christianssen, makeup
and masks applied by Dr. Hawthorne and her team of SFX specialists, lighting by Lauren
Ateş and Lise Mereyde, and back projection by Kaan Artam, the production was a visual
treat; mise en scene was supported by artists from Y7, 8 and 9. But this show was for more
than just the eyes and the job of overwhelming the audience's senses and turning the piece
into something truly cinematic was completed by Johnnie Oh, Noah Roosevelt and Alara Çoban, who provided the sweeping scores, menacing drones and headbanging rock anthems that made Alice a filmic theatrical delight.
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IGCSE DRAMA MONOLOGUES
The pinnacle of the IGCSE Course in Drama is the monologue performances, in Year 11.
After the safety and security of performing for over a year within a group, be it text-based
or devised work, the students are faced with their greatest challenge: take to the stage alone
and perform a monologue for up to 5 minutes. It sounds somewhat easy, but to fill every
word, every second and movement with purpose and meaning is an extremely difficult task.
The recordings of these performances are sent off to the examiner who scrutinizes every
choice they have made with mannerisms, with proxemics, with pitch variation and with pace. They must convince the examiner that they have become their chosen character and that
they understand the context of their chosen piece within the wider play. The first of this
year's students to take to the stage was Derin Alemdar. Derin took the difficult role of the
Stage Manager from Wilder's meta-theatrical behemoth 'Our Town'. Derin took the audience on a tour of the invisible town, convincing them that they were in fact seeing and hearing
a typical American white-picket fenced town at the turn of the century. As Derin stopped to
smell the vegetation growing in the gardens, the audience were transported through time
and space. Next up was Can Zehebi and Elene Arveladze who both performed pieces from
the satirical 'School for Wives' about a man so afraid of being manipulated by a woman, he
will go to absurd lengths to keep his would-be future wife locked away from the world, in
order to maintain her innocence. Can played the man, Arnolphe, and there was more than a
touch of Pantalone and Scrooge to the performance. Elene took the role of the innocent Agnes, who falls in love with another man despite her captor's best efforts. Julia Koksal took
the role of Juliet, awaiting the return of her new husband Romeo, tragically unaware of his
banishment for killing Tybalt. Mishal Al-gethami chose to play Pip from an adaptation of
Dickens' classic 'Great Expectations'. A brooding piece, saw Mishal trying to recall his past
and the fateful days in the marshes. Two powerful performances completed the show with
Eren Goknil I'Anson putting in a performance worthy of Monty Python as he performed as
a teacher trying to teach a new language designed to streamline bureaucracy. The satirical
performance exemplified Eren's excellent understand of Theatre of the Absurd. Finally
Pablo Estela performed as the murderous Macbeth, wrestling with his own conscience before setting off to kill the king. The whole audience could recognise the emotional truth as
Pablo grasped for the ghastly knife, only to gain no purchase on it. The Year 10 IGCSE
Drama students in the audience must have looked on at all of these wonderful performances, with mixed feelings. Of course, they would have felt some trepidation and rightfully so;
all good actors know that without adrenaline, performances can be flat and cold. But they
will have equally looked at what they saw with a sense of resolve. A challenge was sent to
them and now they must work towards reaching the levels displayed in these fine monologues.
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